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Abstract

We propose a novel imputation method for highly miss-

ing data. Though most existing imputation methods focus

on moderate missing rate, imputation for high missing rate

over 80% is still important but challenging. As we expect

that multiple imputation is indispensable for high missing

rate, we propose a generative adversarial multiple impu-

tation network (GAMIN) based on generative adversarial

network (GAN) for multiple imputation. Compared with

similar imputation methods adopting GAN, our method has

three novel contributions: 1) We propose a novel imputation

architecture which generates candidates of imputation. 2)

We present a confidence prediction method to perform reli-

able multiple imputation. 3) We realize them with GAMIN

and train it using novel loss functions based on the confi-

dence. We synthesized highly missing datasets using MNIST

and CelebA to perform various experiments. The results

show that our method outperforms baseline methods at high

missing rate from 80% to 95%.

1. Introduction

In many cases of measurements, data is obtained as miss-

ing data which is partially observed due to various reasons.

To deal with such missing data, imputation transforms miss-

ing data into complete data to further process it without dis-

carding missing values. There have been many imputation

methods and those are still being studied, recently using

deep learning in particular.

There are various straightforward methods such as zero

imputation, mean imputation and deck imputation. Zero

imputation substitutes each missing value with zero and

mean imputation substitutes each missing value with the

mean of observed values. Deck imputation performs selec-

tion from the stack of candidate imputations [1]. One of the

most promising non-straightforward approaches is regres-

sion imputation which estimates missing values based on

observed values. Recently, most of imputation methods use

regression imputation because it can appropriately handle

multivariate missing data and learn the statistics of missing

values.

Imputation methods can be divided into single imputa-

tion and multiple imputation methods. The single impu-

tation method suggests one complete data per one missing

data. On the other hand, the multiple imputation method

suggests a set of multiple complete data per one missing

data. In this case, each imputation is processed indepen-

dently, and the corresponding results are consolidated into

one result [2].

Learning from dataset is one of the most important part

of regression imputation methods [3, 4, 5, 6]. In deep learn-

ing literature, there are two major approaches to learn im-

putation from large dataset. First, deep autoencoders are

used in supervised learning from complete dataset [7], ex-

cluding the unsupervised version [8]. Second, based on the

recently popular generative adversarial network (GAN) [9],

a generator imputes missing data and a discriminator pre-

dicts missingness from the imputation in [10]. In the im-

putation method of [11], a generator imputes missing data

to deceive the discriminator which discriminates between

the imputation and fake complete data generated by another

GAN, called misGAN. Likewise, [12] performed multivari-

ate time series missing data imputation using a discrimi-

nator which discriminates between the imputation and real

missing data.

In this paper, we focus on imputation of highly missing

data which is a challenging problem. Depending on how

much a given dataset is structured or distributed, multiple

imputation is desirable for highly missing dataset, because

high missing rate makes the distribution of the missing val-

ues multi-modal. For example, the digits of MNIST [13]

can be hardly recognized at 90% missing so that even a hu-

man can be confused between several candidate digits.

We also adopted GAN for missing data imputation.

While the imputation architectures of [10] and [11] are iden-

tical, we propose a novel imputation architecture which co-
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operates with a generator. While [11] also have another gen-

erator to produce fake complete data at training procedure,

the generator of our imputation architecture operates also at

test procedure. This architecture motivates a novel confi-

dence prediction method. Therefore, our method has three

major proposals: 1) Novel imputation architecture, 2) con-

fidence prediction based on the imputation architecture, and

3) learning and inference methods for our multiple imputa-

tion network, GAMIN. To clarify, these three are designed

for unsupervised learning of multiple imputation for highly

missing dataset.

In Section 2, we describe the details of related work,

especially for [10] and [11]. In Section 3, we formulate

our problem. In Section 4, we analyze missingness and im-

putation architecture in general. In Section 5, we describe

the details of GAMIN including our imputation architecture

and confidence prediction. Finally, in Section 6, we show

the experimental results for MNIST [13] and CelebA [14]

datasets.

2. Related work

In this section, we briefly describe GAIN [10] and mis-

GAN [11]. The imputation architectures of two methods are

identical, but the learning procedure using GAN is different.

In GAIN [10], the imputer is considered as a generator and

the discriminator tries to discriminate whether each compo-

nent of an input is imputed or not. A hint mechanism is

utilized to adjust the difficulty of the discrimination based

on the theoretical analysis for MCAR case. The algorithm

works well on low dimensional datasets with low missing

rate. Though it also works at MNIST of 50% missing rate, it

converges to zero imputation or mean imputation for highly

missing datasets. Also, multiple imputations sampled by

repeating diverse latent variables are not various enough to

predict the multi-modality of imputation well.

On the other hand, the imputation method in [11] works

better for highly missing datasets. The paper proposed a

GAN architecture for a missing dataset, called as misGAN,

and an imputation method using it. The generator of mis-

GAN consists of a data generator which generates fake

complete data and a mask generator which generates the

fake mask indicating which component is missed. Then, the

fake missing data is generated by masking the fake com-

plete data with the fake mask. To train those generators,

a discriminator tries to discriminate between fake missing

data and real missing data. For imputation, another pair of

generator and discriminator are used. The generator for im-

putation imputes missing data to deceive the corresponding

discriminator which discriminates between imputation and

fake complete data.

3. Problem formulation

In this section, we will describe the formulation of our

problem and its scope. First, we adopt Rubin’s formulation

for missingness [2]. As we deal with d dimensional real-

valued data vectors, a complete data x is a d dimensional

random vector drawn from a distribution P (x). A missing

data vector xm can be represented using the missing mech-

anism of conditional distribution P (xm|x).
Our dataset is assumed to be the collection of i.i.d. sam-

ples driven from the distribution ΣP (xm|x)P (x). How-

ever, as we are interested in unsupervised learning, training

dataset D = {xi
m}Ni=1 is the collection only of the missing

data vectors. Also, it should be indicated which components

are missing. Furthermore, some characteristics of missing-

ness such as missing rate are assumed to be known to adjust

hyper-parameters or architectures.

If an imputation method is stochastic, multiple impu-

tations can be obtained simply by repeating it. However,

we want to consider the confidence of each imputation, be-

cause some of stochastic imputations are not good imputa-

tions. Then, to conform the Rubin’s rule [2] which treats

each imputation equivalently, we can select top-k imputa-

tions by ordering stochastic imputations according to the

confidence. Therefore, our imputation method with the con-

fidence prediction can be treated equally as a general mul-

tiple imputation method. We need to model not only the

stochastic imputation P (x|xm) but also the top-k imputa-

tions P ({xt(i)}
k
i=1|{xi}

s
i=1), where xi is the i-th stochastic

imputation of total s stochastic imputations and t(i) is the

index of the selected top-i imputation.

4. Models for missingness and imputation

In this section, we describe a general models for miss-

ingness and imputation using the concept of substitution.

4.1. Model for missingness

Figure 1. Missing data xm results from the missing progress that

masks complete data x with mask m and substitution y using the

masking function M .

As formulated in [2], a missing data vector can be rep-

resented with the substitution of the missing components as

shown in Figure 1. There are two ways of indicating which
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component is missing from the two outputs of the model.

We can simply use the binary mask m to indicate missing-

ness, or we need to carefully select the substitution vector y

of which field Y is not a subset of the field of data vector R

to imply missingness without the mask. For both cases, the

missing data can be represented using the masking function

M as below:

xm = M(x,m,y)(i) =

{

x(i) if m(i) = 1

y(i) if m(i) = 0
, (1)

where x(i), m(i), y(i), and M(x,m,y)(i) are the i-th

components of x, m, y, and M(x,m,y), respectively.

Note that we use the extended form of masking function

which broadcasts scalar inputs for x and y. For example,

M(x,m, 0) is equal to M(x,m,0), where 0 is a d dimen-

sional zero vector.

There are three types of missingness: Missing com-

pletely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR) and

missing not at random (MNAR). In this paper, we focus

on MCAR case which can be represented as P (m|x) =
P (m), because it can be said that highly missing dataset is

mostly caused by either accidental exterior factors or con-

trol of measurement system before the actual measurement.

Both cases imply that the complete data is independent with

the missingness.

4.2. Model for imputation

Figure 2. After the missing data is substituted with another sub-

stitution y
im

, an imputer computes imputation x̂ from the substi-

tuted data x̃ and the mask m.

As the outputs of the missing model are necessary to

indicate the missing components, the input of the imputer

also needs to indicate the missing components. However,

if the substitution field Y is not a real number, such as

’nan’, to indicate missing components, there is no proper

arithmetic operation to compute imputation. Thus, an im-

putation method should replace the substituted components

with another substitution again as below:

x̃ = M(xm,m,yim), (2)

where yim is another substitution for the imputation of

which field is equal to that of data and x̃ is the substituted

data. Since the missingness cannot be identified after the

substitution, we need to input the mask m as well as the

substituted data x̃.

There can be various substitution methods and each

method can be interpreted as one of simple prior imputa-

tion methods. For example, substituting with zero corre-

sponds to a zero imputation method and substituting with

mean corresponds to a mean imputation method. The uni-

form random substitution method used in [10] and [11] can

be interpreted as imputation based on uninformative prior

knowledge. Based on this interpretation, our method is mo-

tivated to select the substitution y that is a good candidate

of imputation. Note that the substitution should be random

to perform stochastic imputation.

Figure 3. The imputer processes the conditional generation x̌ into

the imputation x̂ to preserve observed components. The condi-

tional generation is typically done without the mask.

Furthermore, the imputer has a constraint that the values

of observed components should be preserved through impu-

tation. Thus, another substitution is again used to make the

imputer satisfy the constraint as below:

x̂ = M(x̃,m, x̌) = M(x,m, x̌), (3)

where x̌ is conditional generation in the imputer and x̂ is

the imputation as the final output of the imputer.

The rest of the imputer actually regresses the missing

values, as shown in Figure 3. As the regression is done

without the mask, the regression behaves like a general con-

ditional generator that generates imputation given the sub-

stituted data x̃. The reason why it needs to be done without

the mask is because of observation preserving objective for

unsupervised learning. The objective is to minimize the dif-

ference between the regressed values of the observed com-

ponents and their actual observed values as below:

Lob(x̌) = d(M(xm,m, 0),M(x̌,m, 0)), (4)

where Lob represents an observation identity loss function

for the objective and d is a difference function between two

d dimensional vectors. If we input the mask, however, the

objective can be satisfied too easily without learning fea-

tures about missingness.

Though the observation preserving objective works well

at low missing rate, an additional adversarial objective [11]

is additionally needed. The objective is to deceive a dis-

criminator by making the imputation x̂ realistic as below:

Ladv(x̂;DI) = Ladv(M(x̃,m, x̌);DI), (5)
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where Ladv is the adversarial loss for imputation discrim-

inator DI . Thus, the conditional generator tries to trans-

late missing components suitable to observed components,

which implies imputation. In [11], even without the obser-

vation preserving objective, the conditional generator learns

imputation well.

4.3. Performance metric for multiple imputation

For multiple imputation, performance metric would fol-

low Rubin’s rules [2]. Then, we need to calculate the aver-

age RMSE of each imputation. However, RMSE is insuffi-

cient performance metric for the case of high missing rate.

For example, simple imputation methods such as mean im-

putation outperform most sophisticated imputation methods

with respect to RMSE. However, actual imputation exam-

ples of sophisticated ones are noticeably better than those of

simple ones. To reduce the inconsistency between RMSE

and actual results, [11] introduced Fréchet Inception Dis-

tance (FID) [15]. However, although it can measure the

quality and diversity of imputations themselves, it ignores

the match between missing data and imputation. For ex-

ample, even if the imputations are randomly permuted, FID

score will not change. Thus, checking FID is useful but is

not sufficient to evaluate the performance of imputation.

An alternative of RMSE is the generalized energy dis-

tance [16] which leverages distances between multiple im-

putations. This is useful for the dataset with multiple

groundtruths. However, if we synthesize the missing dataset

by simulating a missing mechanism, the dataset would con-

sist of pairs of missing data and its single groundtruth com-

plete data. Instead, we introduce new performance met-

ric, top-k RMSE, which calculates the average of minimum

RMSEs among multiple imputations. This metric checks

whether at least one of multiple imputation are matched

with groundtruth. In addition, we also need to consider

about the purpose of imputation. For example, if MNIST

is used for classification, we check the classification accu-

racy after imputation. In this case, instead of Rubin’s rule,

we can use top-k classification accuracy.

5. Proposed network: GAMIN

Although our method is motivated by the imputation

method of [11], there are three major changes in addition

to several minor changes. Firstly, we changed the impu-

tation architecture to make unconditional generator be di-

rectly involved in imputation process. Secondly, we pro-

pose a novel confidence prediction method and top-k impu-

tation method. Finally, we trained GAMIN using new loss

functions considering the confidence. Additionally, we re-

moved the mask generation and used the mask of missing

data itself. Also, we propose conditional generation for fake

complete data which is more efficient for imputation.

5.1. Imputation architecture

Figure 4. Our imputation architecture with visual examples. Prior

imputation: Missing data xm is substituted with a candidate im-

putation g generated by the unconditional generator. Conditional

generation: The prior imputation x̃ is translated to a more probable

imputation. Observation preservation: Imputation x̂ gathers miss-

ing components from the conditional generation x̌ and observed

components from the prior imputation x̃. Examples for MNIST

dataset: Note that the missing values are colored red and we did

not pick one of the best results.

The imputation architecture of GAMIN is shown in Fig-

ure 4. the first substitution vector g is the unconditional

generation of fake complete data. Thus, as we can consider

it as a candidate imputation, we can also treat the substi-

tuted vector x̃ as a prior imputation. The more probable

the candidate g is, the more easily the conditional generator

perform imputation. Also, it can be said that the candidate g

which is a fake complete data is more probable than the sub-

stitution vectors sampled from uninformative uniform dis-

tribution of other substitution methods.

However, there is a case such that the candidate g is

well-structured complete data but more different from the

true imputation than an uniformly generated sample. When

missing rate is sufficiently low, it is easy for the conditional

generator to impute the prior imputation x̃ well by simple

refinement. However, the desired behavior of the condi-

tional generator in such case is somehow complex. So, it be-

comes hard for the conditional generator to perform impu-

tation with a relatively bad prior imputation most of which

components are from the bad candidate.

In short, a major problem of our imputation architecture

is the behavior of the conditional generator with bad prior

imputation. In order to make the learning procedure robust

and adaptive to this problem, we propose to predict confi-

dence of each prior imputation and design both inference

and learning methods using the confidence.
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5.2. Confidence prediction

Our imputation architecture has a good property for the

ideal case: The better prior imputation is inputted, the less

the imputer works to change it. For example, if a true im-

putation is inputted by chance, the imputer does not need to

do anything. So, the motivation of our confidence predic-

tion is that the confidence can be measured by how much

the imputer changes the prior imputation x̃.

As the distribution of the candidate g is clustered, the

amount of work can also be clustered. In MNIST [13], for

example, if a missing data and a candidate belong to the

same digit or similar digits like 7 and 9, respectively, the

imputer may change the input less.

We define the amount of work simply as the difference

between the input and the output of the imputer. As the

imputer consists of a conditional generator and a masking

function, we need to measure how much they work, respec-

tively, as below:

W = αd(x̃, x̌) + βd(x̌, x̂), (6)

where α and β is positive real numbers. The first term is the

difference between the input and output of the conditional

generator and the second term is the difference between

those of substitution preserving the observation in Figure 4.

If the difference can be represented with component-wise

sum such as absolute error or squared error, the two terms

can be rewritten as below:

d(x̃, x̌) = d(M(xm,m,g), x̌) = do(xm, x̌) + dm(g, x̌),

d(x̌, x̂) = d(x̌,M(xm,m, x̌)) = do(x̌,xm). (7)

where dm is the difference at missing components and do
is the difference at observed components. Thus, the amount

of work W is rewritten as below:

W = αdm(g, x̌) + (α+ β)do(xm, x̌). (8)

The first term is difference between missing components of

prior imputation and those of conditional generation. This

can be interpreted as how much the conditional generator

believes the prior imputation. The second term is exactly

the same as the observation identity loss Eq. (4), which

means partial clue of true imputation performance. In short,

the amount of work can estimate the behaviour and true im-

putation error of the conditional generator to predict confi-

dence.

As mentioned above, we need to repeat the imputation

and confidence prediction to perform multiple imputation.

So, the confidence prediction must consider the set of mul-

tiple imputations to determine confidence relatively. The

confidence for a given pair of a missing data and its candi-

date can be modeled as follows:

C(x̂;xm,g) =
1

Z(xm)
exp[−γW ], (9)

where γ is a positive real number and Z(xm) is a normal-

ization term for given missing data. The reason for the ex-

ponential form is to model the Gaussian distribution of the

imputation x̂ given the closest true imputation x∗ as below:

C(x̂;xm,g) ∝ P (x̂|xm,g)

=
∑

i

P (x̂|x∗,i,xm,g)P (x∗,i|xm,g)

≈ P (x̂|x∗,xm,g)P (x∗|xm,g)

= Normx̂[x
∗,Σ]P (x∗|xm)

∝ exp[−d(x̂,x∗)], (10)

assuming that the missing data xm and the candidate g are

independent and i-th other true imputation P (x∗,i|xm) is

equal for all i, because Rubin’s rule implies that true mul-

tiple imputations are equivalent. As mentioned above, the

true imputation error d(x̂,x∗) can be approximated using

the amount of work W .

We need to choose the parameter γ and the normaliza-

tion term. Instead, in test procedure, top-k imputations can

be selected by ranking w.r.t the amount of work. In train-

ing procedure, however, the selection should be soft and

the actual value is needed for loss calculation. Assuming

that the number of stochastic imputations s is enough for

all of stochastic imputations to be included, the normaliza-

tion term can be approximated as below:

Z(xm) ≈

s
∑

i=1

exp[−γWi], (11)

where Wi is the amount of work of i-th stochastic imputa-

tion. Then, the confidence becomes the softmax function of

−γWis. Thus, if we want to emphasize the difference, the

absolute differences of −γWis should be larger than 1.

5.3. Loss function using confidence

We designed two types of loss functions: First, we

weight the observation identity loss of Eq. (4) and the ad-

versarial loss Eq. (5) using the confidence in Eq. (9) as

below:

Lc
ob =

s
∑

i=1

C(x̂i)Lob(x̌i) =
s

∑

i=1

C(x̂i)do(xm, x̌i), (12)

Lc
adv =

s
∑

i=1

C(x̂i)Ladv(x̂i;DI), (13)

where x̂i and x̌i is the imputation and conditional genera-

tion of i-th repetition, respectively.

Second, we need to maximize the confidence of good

imputations. Instead of directly maximizing the confidence

of good imputations, we can weight the amount of work.

In this respect, Eq. (12) already maximizes the confidence
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from the second term of the amount of work defined in Eq,

(8). Thus, the loss function for the first term of the amount

of work is as follows:

Lc =

s
∑

i=1

C(x̂i)dm(gi, x̌i). (14)

The overall imputation losses are as below:

Lcon = Lc
ob + λ1L

c
adv + λ2Lc, (15)

Lunc = λ3L
c
ob + λ4Lc, (16)

where Lcon and Lunc is the imputation loss functions for

the conditional generator and unconditional generator, re-

spectively.

5.4. Discriminators

Figure 5. Two discriminators in GAMIN: DG discriminates be-

tween fake complete data and missing data after masking with a

constant τ . DI discriminates between imputation and fake com-

plete data. The two bidirectional arrows indicate that these dis-

crimination are independent and switchable.

Like [11], there are two discriminators used to train

our model as shown in Figure 5. The generation discrim-

inator DG criticizes the unconditional generator for fake

complete data generation which is also used at the can-

didate imputation. It discriminates between the masked

missing data M(xm,m, τ) and the masked generations

M(g,m, τ). The substitution constant τ should be cho-

sen carefully to imply missingness, even though it cannot

indicate actual missing components. Thus, there should be

another generation loss function for the unconditional gen-

erator in addition to Eq. (16) as below:

Lg =

s
∑

i=1

Ladv(gi;DG). (17)

The imputation discriminator DI criticizes both gener-

ator and imputer. It discriminates between the imputation

x̂ and fake complete data g. The actual form of adversar-

ial loss Ladv is determined according to the type of GAN

structure.

5.5. Conditional substitution

Indeed, the unconditional generation has some practical

limitations w.r.t the quality of generation. Also, especially

for using the unconditional generation as a candidate impu-

tation, diversity should be adjusted properly to make a good

candidate frequent. We can solve this problem if we replace

the unconditional generation with the conditional genera-

tion using the missing data. Then, both generators become

conditional generators but the conditional generator for the

candidate imputation learns not to impute but should learn

more qualified and related candidates. However, as the can-

didate imputation should be stochastic, we need to input not

only the missing data xm but also random latent variables.

Therefore, the input of the conditional generator zx can be

as below:

zx = h(M(xm,m, z)), (18)

where h is an additional function to adjust randomness, such

as a dimension reduction function.

6. Experimental results

In this section, we describe synthesizing missing

datasets, implementation details, and our experimental re-

sults. Additionally, we show ablation studies about several

variations of our method.

We evaluated our method mainly on MNIST and addi-

tionally on CelebA. First, we need to synthesize probable

types of missingness among MCAR case for MNIST. Like

[11], we simulated the independent dropout missing and

the square observation. MNIST dropout missing datasets

are synthesized at 80%, 85%, 90% and 95% missing rates,

respectively. For square observation, we synthesized the

squares of 11x11 ( 84.57%) and 9x9 ( 89.67%), respec-

tively. On the other hand, we maintained the color of each

pixel by the pixel-wise dropout missing for CelebA.

We chose the hyper-parameters for the confidence pre-

diction as α=1, β=1 and γ=100. Also, we set the hyper-

parameters for loss functions to λ1=0.2, λ2=0.1, λ3=0.1

and λ4=0.1. We repeated stochastic imputation ten times

(s=10) in mini-batch training (batch size is 5) and selected

the top-3 imputations from twenty stochastic imputations in

test time (s=20). We implemented the two baseline meth-

ods, GAIN cite09 and misGAN cite10 based on their avail-

able codes, and randomly sampled three multiple imputa-

tion results.

We used three performance metrics: RMSE, top-k MSE

and top-k classification accuracy. As mentioned earlier,

RMSE is an average of RMSEs of each multiple imputation

following Rubin’s rule and top-k RMSE is calculated as an

average of minimum RMSEs of each multiple imputation.
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Figure 6. Imputation results of 90% dropout missing: (a) Input of

which missing components are colored red, (b) groundtruth, (c)

zero-imputation, (d) mean-imputation, (e) multiple imputations of

GAIN [10], (f) multiple imputations of misGAN [11], and (g) top-

3 imputation of GAMIN.

6.1. MNIST missing dataset

We used a 128 dimensional latent variable and 256-512

fully connected (fc) layers for the unconditional generator,

784-784 fc layers for the conditional one, and 512-256 fc

layers for two discriminators. We used least square adver-

sarial loss for 0 and 1. Our network was trained by Adam

optimizer with learning rate 105 for 150 epochs. Figure 6

shows the imputation results of various imputation meth-

ods at dropout missing of 90%. Clearly, the zero imputa-

tion method and the mean imputation method cannot pro-

duce meaningful imputations. GAIN [10] produces sev-

eral noisy imputations or mean-like imputations. On the

other hand, misGAN [11] produces more clean images but

it tends to neglect correspondence between imputations and

groundtruth.

Missing rate 80% 85% 90% 95%

GAIN [10]
0.250 0.266 0.281 0.307

(0.239) (0.253) (0.269) (0.304)

misGAN [11]
0.255 0.282 0.324 0.368

(0.233) (0.256) (0.290) (0.343)

Ours
0.224 0.251 0.272 0.306

(0.209) (0.234) (0.252) (0.287)

Table 1. RMSE results of MNIST dropout missing

To investigate performance quantitatively, Table 1 shows

the results of RMSE and top-3 RMSE. We represented those

two values as ’RMSE (top-3 RMSE)’ where the values were

calculated on MNIST images normalized from 0 to 1. Note

that the uncertainties of RMSE, which is the variance of

three RMSEs, are omitted because it is too small (<0.005)

due to the large size of the dataset. As shown in Table 1,

our method outperforms other two methods. Table 2 shows

the results of top-k classification by checking if at least

one of classification of k multiple imputations is correct.

We trained LeNet [17] on complete MNIST dataset and the

classification accuracy is over 99%.

Missing rate 80% 85% 90% 95%

GAIN [10]

43.5 31.1 19.6 14.8

58.5 45.2 28.8 21.1

66.3 52.8 34.2 24.9

misGAN [11]

61.5 45.7 29.1 11.6

78.5 64.5 46.1 20.8

86.3 74.3 56.9 27.5

Ours

70.7 57.3 42.4 23.6

82.6 72.5 57.9 36.7

87.8 80.0 66.9 46.4

Table 2. Classification results of MNIST dropout missing: The

top-1, top-2 and top-3 accuracy are listed in order.

Figure 7 shows the imputation results of various impu-

tation methods at square observation of approximately 90%

missing rate. In this case, GAIN produces nearly zero-like

imputations and misGAN produces less various image than

dropout missing case. Our method also shows some fail-

ures, but it produces more diverse imputations.

Figure 7. Imputation results of 9x9 square observation: (a) Input

of which missing components are colored red, (b) groundtruth, (c)

zero-imputation, (d) mean-imputation, (e) multiple imputation of

GAIN [10], (f) multiple imputation of misGAN [11], and (g) top-3

imputation of GAMIN.

Table 3 shows the quantitative results of MNIST square

observation dataset. Since GAIN [10] converges to zero im-

putation, we did not show its results. While misGAN [11]

works better at the square observation than at the dropout
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missing, our method works better at the dropout missing

for the same missing rates.

Square size 11 9

misGAN [11]
0.257 (0.243) 0.307 (0.294)

55.9 / 62.6 / 66.2 25.9 / 34.3 / 38.3

Ours
0.253 (0.229) 0.286 (0.264)

49.8 / 62.9 / 70.4 33.1 / 44.9 / 53.2

Table 3. Results of MNIST square observation dataset

6.2. CelebA missing dataset

Figure 8. Imputation results: (a) Input of which missing compo-

nents are colored black, (b) groundtruth, (c) multiple imputation

of misGAN [11], and (d) top-3 imputation of GAMIN.

We used the U-net [18] for the conditional generator and

convolutional neural networks for unconditional generator

and discriminators, which are used in misGAN [11]. Also,

for fair comparison, we used Wassertein adversarial loss

and all the hyperparameters of [11]. Figure 8 and Table 4

show the imputation results and quantitative results, respec-

tively, for dropout missing CelebA of 90%. Both results

show that our method also works better for CelebA dataset.

misGAN [11] 0.129 (0.121)

Ours 0.115 (0.108)

Table 4. Results of CelebA missing dataset of 90%

6.3. Ablation study

In order to investigate the effect of individual parts of

our method, we performed experiments for some variations

of our method. In the first variation represented as ‘w/o

subs’, we replaced our substitution method with the uni-

form substitution method of GAIN [10] and misGAN [11].

In the second variation represented as ‘w/o loss’, we re-

moved the losses about the confidence. However, we ap-

plied the test-time confidence prediction to make top-3

imputation for all of variations except the variation ‘w/o

conf’. Finally, we performed experiments about variation

‘w/ cond’ applying the conditional substitution method in

Section 5.5. Table 4 shows the results of these experiments

at MNIST dropout missing of 90%. The conditional sub-

stitution method enhances the performance for all metrics.

We also observed that the confidence prediction greatly im-

proves performance. However, two variations without our

substitution method and the loss function produce good per-

formance at classification accuracy, but they produce less

diverse imputations than the proposed method.

metric RMSE Class accuracy

w/o subs 0.280 (0.271) 47.7 / 62.8 / 70.6

w/o loss 0.275 (0.256) 42.4 / 58.4 / 67.3

w/o conf 0.304 (0.274) 22.6 / 37.8 / 48.9

w/ cond 0.270 (0.251) 46.1 / 62.6 / 71.6

Ours 0.272 (0.252) 42.4 / 57.9 / 66.9

Table 5. Results of variations at 90% MNIST dropout missing

dataset

Though we focus on multiple imputation at high miss-

ing rate, our method can also be applied at relatively low

missing rate. Thus, we synthesized a 50% MNIST dropout

missing dataset. Since the unimodality of the dataset might

reduce the benefit of our method, Table 6 shows that our

method yields slightly lower performance with respect to

RMSE result. However, the other metrics and actual impu-

tation results are better or equal to those of GAIN [10] and

misGAN [11].

GAIN [10]
0.130 (0.122)

94.4 / 97.1 / 98.0

misGAN [11]
0.136 (0.125)

95.0 / 97.4 / 98.1

Ours
0.140 (0.130)

95.5 / 97.5 / 98.2

Table 6. Results of 50% MNIST dropout missing dataset

7. Future work

We proposed GAMIN which learns multiple imputa-

tion by confidence prediction using a novel imputation

method. We evaluated our method with highly missing im-

age datasets which are sufficiently structured. However, we

need to improve our method for low structured or complex

missingness. Furthermore, we plan to make an additional

absolute confidence prediction to enhance the reliability of

our method.
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